
I will never forget that St Patricks Day… 

It started off as a traditional St. Patricks Day; I woke early to watch the preparations. I always 

thought it was peaceful to see such joy and anticipation in everyone. My house was perfectly 

situated along the main road to see the parade perfectly. The crowds were smaller this year; the 

weather hadn’t been as good as previous years. Low grey clouds were rolling in slowly from the 

distant mountains and people were expecting fog. This just made my bedroom an even more 

comfortable viewing spot. I wrapped myself in blankets and stared at the rolling clouds as I waited to 

see the first float to come round the corner. 

The music came first, along with the noise from the crowds. A large float came round the corner 

pushed by 3 strong men dressed in black.  It was a huge statue of St Patrick consisting of many 

different primary colours. Irish music played from the base and beyond the barricades children in 

the crowd began to sing and dance.  The simplicity of their lives put a smile on my face from ear to 

ear. The parade that year was an interesting one. I’d already seen plenty of new clubs and 

organisations and there was still quite a bit to go.  

It was just after the Scouts had passed that I had noticed the wall of grey cloud had reached the river 

across from my house. It was only the parade stood between the fog and myself. It was like a scene 

in a movie as it pushed forward towards the people who now stood in awe as the 25ft wall of grey 

cotton wool washed over the river banks and consumed the first few people. They vanished from 

sight.  The fog was so opaque that light didn’t dare penetrate it. It was a phenomenon. When it first 

came in contact with my window my house plummeted in temperature and snowflake like patterns 

covered my window. My thoughts raced but before I came to a reasonable answer it cleared again. I 

saw people curled up on the ground shivering, frost covering their brows. As people began to heat 

up, confusion and panic set in. Children were balling, the parade had completely broken up and 

people were in shock.  

Just minutes had passed and the temperature had already risen to what it had been prior to the 

cloud passing. I stepped outside and the rays of sun hit my skin, filling me with comfort. I checked up 

on some people, but they didn’t have anything to say amongst the shock and confusion. The streets 

emptied swiftly and I re-entered my home feeling better now that I knew no one was seriously hurt. 

The news programs were covering the topic immediately with the headline “Mystery cloud leaves 

the Nation frozen”.  

Still to this day scientists couldn’t explain it, so people tended to avoid thick fog. People began to call 

it “Frost Fog”. 

 


